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1. Introduction 

With the increasing application of EHV transmission towers in the Chinese 
electronic industry, eight-bolted base plate (EBBP) connections have been utilized 
instead of the conventional four-bolted base plate (FBBP) connections in order to 
withstand the increasing magnitude of uplift load. Currently, there are no industry 
standards that provide specific requirements for the analysis of EBBP connections in 
latticed steel transmission structures. The design method of FBBP connections is 
directly implemented to EBBP connections, which is unrealistic [1]. Thus, it is critical 
to conduct further investigations on the mechanical properties of EBBP connections. 

This study is devoted to developing a theoretical analysis method based on yield-
line theory to predict the ultimate strength of EBBP connections under uplift load. A 
total of 15 specimens were tested. According to the test results, high attentions have 
been paid to the effects of stiffeners for rigid EBBP connections. Four yield-line models 
for rigid EBBP connections, considering the contributions of stiffeners, are presented: 

Model 1 is applicable to such a connection that incorporates flexible anchor bolts 
and flexible stiffeners. The base plate, stiffeners and anchor bolts will simultaneously 
undergo plastic deformation when the connection attains its ultimate strength. Including 
all these contributions, the ultimate load for Model is derived as follows: 
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where fy,s,hs, ts are the yield strength, depth and thickness of stiffeners, S is the distance 
between the bolt hole centre and the centre line of the adjacent boot plate, d is the bolt 
diameter, fy,b is the yield strength of bolts. 

Model 2 is applicable to such a connection that incorporates rigid anchor bolts and 
flexible stiffeners. Plastic deformation will occurs solely in base plates and stiffeners 
when the connection attains its ultimate strength, and the ultimate load is given as 
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Model 3 is applicable to connections with rigid stiffeners, and the stiffeners are thin 
but of large depth. The plastic deformation occurs in base plate and the intersection 
between stiffeners and base plate solely. The ultimate load is 
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Model 4 is applicable to connections with rigid stiffeners, and the stiffeners are 
thick but of small depth. The plastic deformation occurs only in base plate .The ultimate 
load is 
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For the flexible connections, limited by the test results, only one plastic mechanism 
were observed with plastic deformation occurring only in base plate. And one yield-line 
model is proposed. 

Compared with the results of design models in the corresponding code, the present 
models for rigid connections appear to be more accurate. From the parametric analysis, 
it is implied that the presence of the stiffeners can efficiently increase the strength of the 
rigid connection and when the stiffeners are of sufficient stiffness, this increasing effect 
disappears.  

The presented model for flexible EBBP connections has also been verified by 
experimental results, and it appears that this model gives a more accurate prediction for 
flexible connections with thinner base plate. More accuracy has been demonstrated in 
comparison with results from the corresponding code as well. According to the 
parametric analysis, the strength of flexible connections can be improved by optimize 
the location of anchor bolts. Since the behavior of connections with flexible edge 
stiffeners (or thick base plate) is not included herein, further investigations need to be 
conducted on that topic. 
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